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4. Rationale:
   Current status data arise frequently in demography, epidemiology, and econometrics where the exact failure time cannot be determined but is known only to have occurred before or after a random observation time. We propose a quantile regression model to
analyze current status data because it relaxes the requirements on the error term and the coefficients are interpretable as direct regression effects on the failure time. We would like to utilize ARIC data to demonstrate the usefulness of the method.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
Many risk factors have been identified to be associated with disease onset. We are interested in quantifying the association between risk factors and time to onset of certain disease at different quantiles of time to onset. It will provide a more complete picture of whether the association of a risk factor is constant across different quantiles. If the association is different across different quantiles, we are interested in knowing how the association changes across different quantiles.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Inclusion: All ARIC participants.
Exclusions: Subjects without first follow-up visit (Exam 2).

Outcome [variable name in bracket]:
Diabetes [DIABTS02, DIABTS03, DIABTS22, DIABTS23]
Hypertension [HYPERT04, HYPERT05, HYPERT06, HYPERT24, HYPERT25, HYPERT26]
MI [MDDXMI02, HXOFMI02, MDDXMI21, HXOFMI21]
Hyperlipidemia
Hypertriglyceridemia [TGLEFH01, TGLEFH21]

Baseline demographic variables [variable name in bracket]:
Age [V1AGE01, V2AGE22]
Gender [GENDER]
Race [RACEGRP]
BMI [BMI01, BMI21]
Family history of diabetes [MOMHISTORYDIA, DADHISTORYDIA]
Family history of hypertension []
Total Cholesterol [LIPA01, LIPB01A]
HDL [LIPD03A, HDL221, HDL01, HDL201, HDL301]
LDL [LDL01, LDL22]
Triglyceride [LIPA02, LIPA02A]
Systolic blood pressure [SBPA21, SBPB21]
Diastolic blood pressure [SBPA22, SBPB22]
Current smoker [CURSMK21]
Percent calories from total fat [P.TFAT]
Percent calories from animal fat [P.AFAT]
Physical Activities [WORK_I02, WORK_I03, SPRT_I02, LISR_I01]
Medication [HYPTMDO1, HYPTMDCODE01, CHOLMDCODE01, CHOLMDCODE21, HYPTMDCODE21]
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